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Anatomy of a coronavirus

 The ‘spike protein’
 Allows attachment to host cell
 Alerts host immune system to 

fight against it (make antibodies)
 Target of vaccines !

 Virus mutations (AKA variants)
 UK           (B.1.1.7 variant)
 S. Africa (B.1.351 variant)
 Brazil       (P.1 variant)
 Often due to spike protein mutations 
 more tight binding of spike protein 
to ACE2 receptor?

 Have ↑ ‘transmissibility’ (ie can be 
spread more easily)

 Have ↑ mortality?
 Currently covered by vaccines? 
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ALL viruses MUTATE !!!

www.thelancet.com vol 397 Feb 6, 2021, page 462

http://www.thelancet.com/


What are the different ways to make vaccines ?
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Pfizer / 
BioNTech

Moderna

mRNA

Oxford / 
AstraZeneca

Janssen 
(J&J)

Adenovirus with DNA

Novavax

Recombinant 
protein

Traditional 
approach
Examples: 
• flu vaccine
• HiB
• Polio (inj)
• Hep A

Examples
•MMR
•Varicella
•Zoster
•Yellow 
fever

Examples
•Hep B
•HPV



4 main approaches to COVID vaccine development
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genetic material 
instruct cells to 
start making 
spike proteins 
normally found 
on the outside of 
the virus.
(Pfizer/BioNTec, 
Moderna)

uses little pieces 
of the virus' 
surface, rather 
than a whole 
dead virus
(Novavax)

traditional 
approach -
uses real 
weakened or killed 
virus stimulate an 
immune reaction

uses inactive virus 
(adenovirus) as a 
‘Trojan horse’ to 
deliver genetic 
material from the
COVID-19 virus 
(AstraZeneca/ 
Oxford, J & J, 
CanSino, 
Gamaleya)



What happens when you get the mRNA (Pfizer or Moderna) vaccine ?

 In our bodies, our naturally created mRNA
(messenger RNA) acts like a ‘recipe’ to tell our 
cells how to make specific proteins. 

 The COVID-19 vaccine will not alter your DNA, nor does 
it enter the nucleus of your cells. 

 The mRNA COVID-19 vaccine (Pfizer or Moderna) 
 delivers a ‘recipe’ (lab-developed mRNA) to your cells on how 

to make the spike protein, telling your body to be on the 
lookout for the spike protein and to develop an immune 
response to defeat it. Then, your natural cell processes take 
over. 

 Within days, the mRNA from the vaccine is destroyed by our 
cells, leaving no permanent mark on our bodies

 After receiving both doses of the vaccine, your body will be 
prepared to identify and attack the SARS-CoV-2 virus, if it 
ever enters your system..

5https://www.uchicagomedicine.org/forefront/coronavirus-disease-covid-19/what-to-know-about-the-covid-19-vaccine



What happens when you get the adenovirus (J&J) vaccine

 The adenovirus pushes its DNA
into the nucleus of cell 

 the DNA (gene) for the 
coronavirus spike protein can 
be read by the cell and copied 
into mRNA.

 mRNA leaves the nucleus & the 
cell reads the mRNA sequence 
to begin making & assembling 
viral spike proteins
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Adenovirus with 
COVID spike 
protein gene

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/health/johnson-johnson-covid-19-vaccine.html

Vaccinated human cell



What happens when you get the adenovirus (J&J) vaccine

 mRNA leaves the nucleus
 cell’s molecules read mRNA 

sequence & begin 
assembling spike proteins

 Spike proteins, & fragments, 
go to the cell surface

 The host immune system is 
alerted by spike proteins to 
activate immune cells to 
make antibodies

7https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/health/johnson-johnson-covid-19-vaccine.html

Vaccinated human cell

Protruding 
spikes

Displaying spike 
protein fragments
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Emergency use approval (EUA)
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Pfizer / 
BioNTech

Moderna
Oxford / 

AstraZeneca
Janssen (J&J) Novavax

Biotechnology mRNA mRNA Adenovirus Adenovirus Recombinant 
protein

Symptomatic
COVID

Ef
fic

ac
y

original
strain

• 95%
• 85% 15-28 days 

after 1st dose
• 94.1%

• 62 % (SD/SD)
• 90 % (LD/SD)

• 72% • 95.6%

B1.1.7  
variant (UK)

• No impact on 
efficacy

• Predicted to 
have no impact

• Predicted to 
have no impact

• 85.6% efficacy

B.1.351
variant (S. Africa)

• 0.8-1.46-fold ↓
in neutralizing 
antibodies

• 6-fold ↓ in 
neutralizing 
antibodies

• ~10% efficacy 
minimal protection vs 
mild & moderate 
COVID)

• 57% efficacy 

• 60% efficacy 
among HIV- study 
subjects; 49.5% 
efficacy vs HI+ & 
HIV- subjects

Severe
COVID

Effectiveness • 90% • 100% • 100%
• 85% after 28 days;

• 100% after 49 days
• 100%

# doses 2 
(3 weeks apart)

2 
(4 weeks apart)

2 
(4 weeks apart)

1 or 2 
(depending on 

study trial)

2 
(3 weeks apart)

storage
-70oC 

(-25 to -15oC not yet 
FDA approved)

-20oC 
x 6 months

(-25 to -15oC not yet 
FDA approved)

Regular frig 1-2oC 2-8oC

USA approval 
status

Emergency use 
approval (EUA) in 

Dec 2020

Emergency use 
approval (EUA) in 

Dec 2020

In middle of Phase 
III trial in USA

Meeting for FDA 
approval Feb 26th

In middle of Phase 
III trial in USA

Pregnancy
USA/global 

enrollment in 18+ 
y/o ongoing

Pediatric
USA Enrollment

complete Dec ‘20 
(2000 12-15 y/o)

USA Enrollment
open 

(3000 12-17 y/o)

UK Enrollment 
open (300 age 12+ 

and 6-12 y/o)

LD=low dose; 
SD=standard 
dose

Adapted from 
‘Your local 
epidemiologist’’
https://yourlocalepi
demiologist.com/

COVID vaccines

https://yourlocalepidemiologist.com/


Side effects of COVID vaccines

 Rare: anaphylaxis
 Usually seen with pre-existing PEG (polyethylene 

glycol) or polysorbate allergy
 Occurs very quickly after vaccination (so, we 

monitor for 15-30 minutes after giving vaccine)

10https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/expect/after.html



11https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/expect/after.html

After 
vaccination:

What to expect, 
and 

what to do…



Taking pain relievers (Tylenol, ibuprofen, etc) 
before / after vaccination

 It is recommended not to take pain relievers 
PRIOR to vaccination. Having said that, the 
minimum data we have is in kids with other vaccines, 
and the immune response with COVID is different 
(which, could be good or bad). 

 Given the common incidence of fever and/or pain 
after the COVID vaccine, a lot of study patients 
likely took it (even if told not to in the protocol…) 
and they had great responses. 

 After vaccination it is thought to be OK to take 
pain relievers, but there is little data on timing. 
(For that matter, we have little data on this even 
with regular (nonCOVID) vaccines.)
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https://www.prevention.com/health/a35382367/tylenol-ibuprofen-after-covid-19-vaccine/



Symptomatic pregnant women with COVID-19 
have an ↑ risk of more severe illness

 Pregnant women are at ↑ risk:
 ICU admission 
 need for mechanical ventilation 
 death 

 COVID-19 (infection or vaccine) does 
not cause infertility or miscarriages 
 Antibodies to COVID-19 spike protein 

(from getting the virus or from getting 
vaccinated) have not been linked to 
infertility 

 No ↑ risk of miscarriage with COVID-19 
during pregnancy 

 The virus’ spike protein does not attach to 
the placenta and cause miscarriage.
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https://www.uchicagomedicine.org/forefront/coronavirus-disease-covid-19/what-to-know-about-the-covid-19-vaccine
https://www.acog.org/clinical/clinical-guidance/practice-advisory/articles/2020/12/vaccinating-pregnant-and-lactating-patients-against-
covid-19



Vaccination during pregnancy or breastfeeding

 The mRNA vaccines do not contain virus particles.
 Within hours or days our bodies eliminate mRNA particles 

used in the vaccine, so these particles are unlikely to reach or 
cross the placenta.

 The immunity that a pregnant individual generates from 
vaccination can cross the placenta, and may help to keep the 
baby safe after birth.

 Vaccines currently available under EUA 
 vaccine trials did not deliberately include pregnant or 

breastfeeding individuals
 a trial is ongoing. 
 There are no safety data specific to use in pregnancy

 Should pregnant / breastfeeding women get 
vaccinated?
 The CDC recommends vaccination 
 Several professional societies have advocated vaccination.
 Pregnancy testing should not be a requirement prior to receiving 

any EUA-approved COVID-19 vaccine.
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https://www.uchicagomedicine.org/forefront/coronavirus-disease-covid-19/what-to-know-about-the-covid-19-vaccine
https://www.acog.org/clinical/clinical-guidance/practice-advisory/articles/2020/12/vaccinating-pregnant-and-lactating-patients-
against-covid-19



Would the vaccine cause you to test positive for COVID-19?

 Vaccines currently in clinical trials in the 
United States won’t cause you to test 
positive on viral tests, which are used to 
see if you have a current infection.

 ‘false positive’ results can occur with 
antigen tests, esp if users do not follow the 
instructions for use. 

 If your body develops an immune response, 
which is the goal of vaccination, there is a 
possibility you may test positive on some 
antibody tests. 
 Antibody tests indicate you had a previous 

infection and that you may have some level 
of protection against the virus. 

 Experts are currently looking at how 
COVID-19 vaccination may affect antibody
testing results.
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Why are there usually 2 doses?

 For those without prior COVID
 Dose # 1 ‘primes’ the immune system
 Dose # 2 induces a vigorous immune response and production of antibodies
 Dose # 2 adverse reactions > dose # 1

 Better immune response
 Dose # 1 ↓ risk of symptomatic infection ~50% (Pfizer vaccine) to 80 % 

(Moderna vaccine). 
 Dose # 2 (either vaccine) ↓ risk ~95 %

 For those with prior COVID, dose #1 usually has more adverse reactions 
than dose 2

 What about missing the 2nd dose?
 A delay of 3-7 days for 2nd dose is probably ok
 CDC: up to 42 days between Pfizer or Moderna doses
 UK: spacing of 12 weeks best for AstraZeneca

 Concern that partial immunization could help new coronavirus 
variants to develop

16https://www-scientificamerican-com.proxy.lib.umich.edu/article/is-it-safe-to-delay-a-second-covid-vaccine-dose/



Michigan vaccination priority groups
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Prexisting conditions = COPD, hypertension, chronic kidney disease, heart disease, diabetes, obesity, & other high risk conditions
As of Feb 15: https://www.michigan.gov/documents/coronavirus/MI_COVID-19_Vaccination_Prioritization_Guidance_710349_7.pdf
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